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Abstract: Over the last decade, the continuing decline in the cost of digital computing technology has brought about a dramatic transformation in how digital instrumentation for radio astronomy is developed and operated. In most cases, it is now possible to interface consumer computing hardware, e.g. inexpensive graphics processing units and storage devices, directly to the raw data streams produced by radio telescopes. Such systems bring with them myriad benefits: straightforward upgrade paths, cost savings through leveraging an economy of scale, and a lowered barrier to entry for scientists and engineers seeking to add capabilities or features to a new or existing instrument. Additionally, certain properties of these systems allow fundamentally new ways of looking at the standard operational model of a radio observatory. The typical data-interconnect technology used with general-purpose computing hardware – Ethernet – naturally permits multiple subscribers to a single raw data stream. Taking advantage of this feature, multiple science programs can be conducted in parallel, processing the data stream in very different ways. When combined with broad bandwidths and wide primary fields of view, radio telescopes become capable of achieving many science goals simultaneously. Moreover, because many science programs are not strongly dependent on observing cadence and direction (e.g. searches for extraterrestrial intelligence and radio transient surveys), these so-called “commensal” observing programs can dramatically increase the scientific productivity and discovery potential of an observatory. In this whitepaper, we detail a project to add an Ethernet-based commensal observing mode to the Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), and discuss how this mode could be leveraged to conduct a powerful program to constrain the distribution of advanced life in the universe through a search for radio emission indicative of technology. We also discuss other potential science use-cases for the system, and how the system could be used for technology
development towards next-generation processing systems for the Next Generation VLA (ngVLA).
1 Key Science Goals and Objectives

The certainty with which we now know that our galaxy, and indeed the universe, is awash in oases for life has raised the question of whether there is life beyond Earth to one of the most profound scientific prospects of this century [1]. Among the methods for probing this topic is the search for evidence of advanced, technologically capable life elsewhere in the universe — the search for extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI) — or more recently the search for “technosignatures”. Relative to other methods of searching, e.g. the search for spectroscopic signatures of terrestrial-like biology in exoplanet atmospheres [2], searches for evidence of terrestrial-like technology probe vastly larger volumes of space, and vastly more targets [3, 4]. The relative probability of a successful detection for these complementary methods thus comes down to the propensity with which life evolves a technological capacity, and importantly, the length of time that technology continues to be detectable [5].

Radio emission at cm-wavelengths is a particularly attractive tracer of technology, due to its relative ease of generation and reception (based on our human experience with technology), the relative transparency of the interstellar and intergalactic media to these wavelengths and the degree to which the spectral and temporal properties of artificial radio emission distinguish it from natural sources [4]. A commensal radio SETI system on the Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), as described in Section 2, would permit a wide variety of searches for radio technosignatures, limited only by pointing and tuning configuration chosen by the primary telescope user. As an illustrative example of how this system could be used, in Figure 1 we compare the limits on narrow-band (< 1 Hz) radio emitters attainable in a 32 month (single epoch) campaign commensal with the VLA Sky Survey (VLASS) [6]. As shown by the Figure and described in the caption, a commensal program operating on this survey alone would complement other more sensitive and broadband surveys of nearby stars by the Breakthrough Listen program, and improve upon the current transmitter rate limits at the VLA survey sensitivity by several orders of magnitude.

We note that the programs sketched out in Figure 1 represent only a fraction of the operational up-time of the VLA, and commensal observations alongside other primary user observing programs will present ample opportunity for diverse radio technosignature searches across the total frequency range of the VLA. Moreover, while we have described a program targeting narrow-band emission using conventional incoherent and beamforming techniques, a variety of other powerful search strategies are possible with interferometers [7]. We note that the VLA commensal system would be a key asset for addressing many of the science areas highlighted in other Astro2020 Science White Papers, including [8, 9, 10].

The VLA commensal radio SETI system could also be used for a variety of other science cases and adds unique new observational capabilities to the VLA. While the primary purpose of the system is to conduct searches for extraterrestrial intelligence, it can be thought of as essentially an arbitrary high performance digital signal processing system with a full data rate connection to individual antenna voltage data. In this light, it is clear that it could be applied to a number of compelling use-cases related to fast radio bursts (FRBs). The incredible wealth of scientific opportunities for FRBs are well described in Astro2020 White Papers, including assessing the properties of intergalactic baryons, non-Milky Way intragalactic media, probing dark matter models and exploring fundamental physics in compact objects [11, 12, 13]. Further, the fact that the system could generally act as an additional and complementary observational platform for fast radio transient searches is in and of itself a powerful contribution to FRB science [14].
The current fast transient search and localization system for VLA, realfast [15], acquires data from the current digital infrastructure in a way that limits its temporal and spectral resolution to levels sub-optimal for FRB detection and localization. Various opportunities exist to improve the performance of matched filter detection for a putative FRB population, including better matching the spectro-temporal properties of the observed bursts [16] and employing machine-learning directly on raw data streams prior to dedispersion [17]. These methods, and others, could readily be implemented with the same data stream and hardware employed with the VLA commensal radio SETI system. In the case of FRBs, an increase in sensitivity, or increase in SNR for constant fluence, brings about not only an increased rate of detection, but also significant improvements in the limits on dedicated follow-up observations and reductions in the localization error ellipse.

2 Technology Development

An Observatory is maximally productive when it has the capability of supporting a diverse range of instruments, each processing data in a way that best matches a particular science goal. Availability of low-level data products – namely, antenna voltages – to a dynamic suite of observatory-maintained and user-supplied instruments is key to supporting this diversity. The mechanism by which data streams are transported in a telescope strongly constrains the extent to which it can be adapted after its initial design. Point-to-point interconnect, such as that based on meshes of cables (as in, for example, ALMA [19]), backplane-technologies (such as those of the Advanced Telecommunications Computing Architecture (ATCA)) , or “fiber circuitry” [20] can make for cost-effective data transport solutions, but, once implemented, define a rigid data routing regime that is difficult to adapt to accommodate new instruments.

In contrast, active-switched data transport mechanisms – such as Ethernet – offer the ability to build extensible, flexible, data transport networks with off-the-shelf components. These networks can support one-to-many transmission (multicast) which can enable multiple instruments to observe simultaneously. They may also be trivially extended to support new instruments after a telescope’s original inception.

We propose two technology development paths to augment the capabilities of the VLA, and contribute to the design of future facilities, such as the Next-Generation VLA (ngVLA).

2.1 Adding Ethernet Data Transport to the VLA

The first aspect of this proposal is to develop a system capable of copying the voltages generated by the VLA digital front-ends (“station boards”) onto a new 100Gb/s Ethernet switching fabric. This is achieved via the addition of a translator board into the VLA system – the SETI Wideband Correlator Interface Board (SWIB).

The SETI Wideband Interface Board

The SWIB is a non-intrusive interface card which plugs into an unused connector on the VLA “WIDAR” correlator’s baseline boards [21, 22]. This connector provides, in a custom digital format, antenna voltage data for the primary user’s selected VLA tuning. This can comprise up to four bands each of 2 GHz width.
Figure 1: Adapted from [18], the transmitter rate limit, \((N_{\text{stellar}} \left(\frac{\nu_{\text{total}}}{\nu_{\text{center}}}\right)^{-1}\)), is plotted on logarithmic axes against the minimum detectable power, EIRP_{\text{min}}, based on the distance to the farthest star in the sample, for two VLA VLASS commensal SETI observing modes alongside limits achieved by other recent searches. Points toward the bottom of this plot represent surveys with large numbers of stellar targets and large fractional bandwidth; points toward the left represent surveys where sensitivity is higher and distance to targets is lower. The solid and dashed vertical lines represent the EIRP of the Arecibo planetary radar, and total Solar insolation, respectively. A transmitter rate of 1 would be an occurrence rate of 1 narrow band sinusoid per star, per GHz, at a center frequency of 1 GHz. For the incoherent case, we assume a survey of 250M stars out to a maximum distance of 825pc in a single epoch using an incoherent summation of the individual station data. For the coherent case, we assume a phased-array system of 50 beams observing 50 FGK stars per primary beam with a maximum distance of 825pc. In both cases, we assume a single epoch of VLASS with observing strategy parameters as described in [6], including a typical usable RFI-free band of 1500 MHz. For the SETI search, we assume 1 Hz channelization and a 10\sigma detection threshold.
The SWIB – shown as a functional block diagram in Figure 2, alongside the connectors to which it mates – is a simple board based around a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) processor. It is designed to accept antenna voltages as inputs from the VLA baseline boards, perform basic synchronization and phase-rotation operations, and package these data as UDP/IP packet streams. These streams are transmitted over a pair of 100 Gb Ethernet links to a multi-Tb/s switching network.

The input data rate to each SWIB can be up to 65 Gb/s, depending on the configuration of the VLA defined by the telescope’s primary user. However, the SWIB is provisioned with a pair of 100 Gb/s Ethernet output ports in order to facilitate bit growth in the planned phasing operation and to allow a user-friendly 8-bit-per-word output format. With these assumptions, the output data rate is \( \sim 130 \text{ Gb/s per SWIB} \).

The complete VLA system comprises 64 pairs of baseline boards. With one SWIB per pair, the proposed system would generate 128 100 Gb/s Ethernet streams and \( \sim 8 \text{ Tb/s of data} \).

Funding is currently available for design and manufacture of the SWIB board via a private donation to the SETI Institute, with the intention that this board be developed by the VLA correlator’s original designers at the National Research Council Canada.

### Ethernet Networking

Alongside the 128 100 Gb/s Ethernet sources feeding the proposed network are 128 outputs required to sink the data into processing nodes. These processors are expected to be standard x86-64 GNU/Linux servers, augmented with graphical processing units (GPUs) which are widely used in radio astronomy to accelerate key operations such as channelization [23], correlation [24, 25], and beamforming [26].

100 Gb/s Ethernet technology is already very mature, and currently switches supporting the standard retail at a cost of approximately $375 per port. This is likely to fall significantly as 200 Gb and 400 Gb Ethernet standards become more mainstream, but is already far from the cost driver of the project under consideration.

A switch of the required size (at least 256 ports) to support the full VLA bandwidth is likely to be most effectively implemented using a Clos network (Figure 3) which allows a large network to be constructed from meshes of smaller switching units. Such an implementation has the disadvantage of requiring more cabling and ports than a single, large, atomic switch. However, the architecture is both flexible and robust and can be easily scaled to meet the demands of a large system.

A Clos architecture has been used in the MeerKAT telescope [27, 28, 29] where, alongside Ethernet’s multicast protocol, it enables the telescope to simultaneously service multiple distinct instruments and users. MeerKAT is the first telescope – but almost certainly will not be the last – to embrace this paradigm.

MeerKAT uses a 40 Gb Ethernet fabric to interconnect a variety of processing elements – including channelizers, beamformers, correlators, transient search pipelines, and SETI search pipelines. This interconnect fabric allows users to dynamically subscribe to their choice of data products – e.g. raw antenna voltages, channelised voltages, visibility matrices, phased-array beams – depending on the requirements of their science. A schematic depiction of the system is shown in Figure 4.

The 64 MeerKAT telescopes generate 2.2 Tb/s of data. However, the system provisions
(a) The VLA correlator comprises 64 pairs of baseline boards. Each pair has a spare “Y-ERNI” output connector, which can support a SWIB Ethernet interface board.

(b) A simple block diagram of the SWIB card, which comprises a “Y-ERNI” input, an FPGA which provides phase rotation processing and UDP/IP packetization of data streams onto a pair of 100 Gb/s Ethernet outputs.

Figure 2: A SWIB interface card (b) will be added to the spare output connector of each of the VLA correlator’s baseline board pairs (a).
Figure 3: A Clos network is a well-known architecture that allows large switching networks to be built from numerous smaller switching units.

approximately 9 Tb/s of capacity to pass data to user supplied equipment. This is in addition to the interconnection bandwidth used by the observatory’s facility correlatorbeamformer processors.

That the majority of processing hardware servicing MeerKAT comes from user-supplied equipment serves to illustrate the power of a generic Ethernet-connected architecture. Not only has this architecture allowed users a unique ability to mix their use of facility generated data products with their own processing outputs - the Ethernet architecture has also allowed new users to add unplanned capabilities to the telescope relatively late in its development [30].

The multicast-enabled Ethernet-based transport adopted by MeerKAT has long been championed by the NSF-funded Collaboration for Astronomy Signal Processing and Electronics Research (CASPER) [31]. Adding such a system to the VLA will further cultivate expertise in this arena, to the benefit of future large-scale telescope projects.

The benefits of Ethernet-based interconnect are numerous. Explicitly, some of them are:

1. Flexibility: Supports arbitrary numbers of inputs and outputs.

2. Upgradability: Computing modules and switches themselves can easily be replaced piecemeal to attain lower power consumption or higher performance with relatively low engineering investment.

3. Robustness: Spare network ports can be used to easily provision hot-spare and to automatically route data around failed hardware.

4. Development-friendliness: Features such as multicast, port-mirroring, and industry standard traffic inspection tools allow developers numerous easy ways to verify systems.


6. Industry Standard: Interfaces to Ethernet networks are supported by all major processing platforms.

2.2 A Commensal SETI System for the VLA

The second aspect of this proposal is to develop and deploy a flexible, high-performance digital signal processing system, to interface with the VLA through the Ethernet interface described in Section 2.1. This system would be designed as a SETI-focused instrument and would significantly augment the capabilities of the telescope. It would also serve as a platform from which to develop and test software and algorithms for future telescopes.

The proposed system would have full access to the antenna voltage streams from the VLA antennas, and thus – subject to the bandwidths and pointings chosen by the VLA’s primary observer – its capabilities are effectively limited only by the amount of computing resources dedicated to signal processing.

With computing hardware rapidly evolving over time, the exact specifications of the proposed processing system will be a result of performance benchmarking on hardware purchased as close
to deployment as is practicable. However, given the compute-to-IO ratio of modern graphical processing units (GPU) – in excess of 1000 floating-point operations per byte transferred – versus that of most basic real-time SETI processing operations associated with a 27-dish array – the formation of 50 beams requires ∼100 floating-point operations per byte transferred – it is reasonable to assume that the size of the deployed processing system will be dictated by the need to sink up to 8 Tb/s of data, rather than processing requirements. A straw-person processing system might consist of 128 dual-CPU-socket x86/64 servers, each hosting between two and four consumer-grade GPU accelerators, and sinking ∼64 Gb/s of raw antenna voltage data. Buffering of several minutes of data can be achieved by equipping each processing node with O(TBytes) of RAM or parallel non-volatile memory express (NVMe) modules. The latter strategy is likely to be far more cost-effective, though such modules have a limited write endurance and would be expected to need replacing at least once a year. Such a processing system would be capable of a variety of operational modes. Buffering gives the capacity to trade off operating duty cycle against algorithm execution time - the system can either process data in real-time, or, should a more complex algorithm be preferred, can capture a window of several minutes of data and process off-line. The following operating modes form the base requirements of the processing system:

• Real-time generation of ∼50 phased-array beams, tracking SETI targets of interest in the VLA’s primary beam.
• Real-time cross-correlation of all 27 VLA antennas for calibration and fast (< 1 ms) imaging.
• 1 Hz resolution spectrometry, with multiple beams.
• Full-band incoherent beamforming, with dispersion measure searching.
• minute-timescale voltage buffering and triggered dumps.

Other processing modes for both SETI and non-SETI use cases will likely be explored during the course of commissioning the above capabilities. It is also conceivable that non-GPU accelerators (such as commercial FPGA platforms) might be used to augment the CPU/GPU processing engines where their superior IO-to-compute ratios match to a particular task.

2.3 Software development

Signal processing at a throughput commensurate with the data generation rate of the VLA front-end is undoubtedly a challenge, and is likely several person-years of effort. However, one of the prime advantages of moving to an Ethernet-driven architecture is that it permits the use of generic CPU and GPU processors for signal processing. In recent years, many software modules have been developed both within and outside the astronomy community which target these platforms, and could be effectively redeployed at the VLA, building a valuable knowledge base to be leveraged when developing future instruments.
2.4 Broader Impacts

A critical part of this project is the ability for it to serve as a platform for future astronomers – in both SETI and non-SETI fields – to build upon. Flexibility of world-class astronomy instruments to support user-contributed instrumentation is particularly vital at a time when many smaller observatories which support the training of students and early-career researchers are facing significant funding pressures.

In particular, the flexibility and accessibility of this system will provide fertile ground for training the next generation of SETI scientists in world-class fashion, the necessity for which is well described in [32]. This system would also be an ideal development laboratory for designing and testing the methodology required to actualize the significant SETI science opportunities with ngVLA [33].

3 Organization, Partnerships, and Current Status

Currently, the initial stages of this project are privately funded through the SETI Institute, with memoranda of understanding either in place or in negotiation between the Breakthrough Prize Foundation, NRAO and DRAO.

The concept of Ethernet-based telescope design has long been championed by the NSF-funded Collaboration for Astronomy Signal Processing and Electronics Research (CASPER) [31], and this project would likely draw in expertise from this collaboration, with significant contributions of software tools and domain expertise from observatories around the world, in particular the South African Radio Astronomy Observatory (SARAO) which supports the MeerKAT array [27, 28].

This work will also draw on the open-source software contributions of the privately-funded Breakthrough Listen project, which in recent years has deployed a number of similar scale general-purpose SETI instruments at major world observatories [34, 35].

4 Schedule

A tentative schedule for this project is shown in Figure 5. Planning work is currently underway, with fabrication of SWIB modules to take place in 2020. The system is expected to have first light in Q1 2021, with a full-system buildout leading to early science in Q3 2021 and full science operations in Q4 2021. This schedule allows the system to be fully operational for commensal observing with the 3rd epoch of the VLASS survey in 2023.

5 Cost Estimates

Full costing breakdown of this pursuit is ongoing. A basic break down of costs, totalling $9.5M, is shown in Table 1.

These estimates are exclusive of running costs, assumed to be dominated by a power requirement of 100kW. As is always the case for off-the-shelf computing infrastructure, regular upgrading of hardware can significantly reduce space and power requirements, at the expense of further development costs.
Figure 5: A tentative timeline for the execution of the project and activities described herein, including SWIB design, fabrication, installation, compute cluster installation and leading up to and through the commensal SETI survey described in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost (M$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWIB interface boards (funding available)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching Infrastructure</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing infrastructure</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software development (3 yrs)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A basic breakdown of costs for this small-scale ground-based project.
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